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GIVING VOICE TO THE CRY OF THE EARTH,
AND THE CRY OF THE POOR



From July 2 to 4 in Rome, 45 representatives from territorial ecclesial networks from around the world met at the Vatican's San 
Calisto offices to re�ect on the identity, vocation, and mission of the “Ecclesial Networks Alliance for Integral Ecology” (ENA). The 
gathering was hosted by the Dicastery for Promoting Integral Human Development, which supports but does not direct the work 
of the various territorial networks. 

Territorial Ecclesial Networks

Over the past decade, networks have formed or are in the process of forming in different parts of the world, brought together to 
give voice to the cry of the earth in particular biomes or geographical regions, and to hear and respond to the needs of vulne-
rable communities, often Indigenous, in those places. The networks bring together faith-based grassroots movements and local 
churches grounded in Catholic social teaching, with the religious communities and church leadership serving that same mis-
sion. They are motivated by the desire to give voice to the peripheries, to engage in community discernment, and to care for 
and defend the life and dignity of peoples. Territorial ecclesial networks are seeking to foster a synodal church which 
journeys together with Indigenous and other marginalized peoples. The Spirit moves us towards action in the pursuit of 
justice and to address urgent environmental challenges. 

Biome-based ecclesial networks that were represented at the meeting included the Pan-Amazon Ecclesial Network 
(REPAM); the Ecclesial Network of the Congo Basin (REBAC); the River Above Asia and Oceania Ecclesial 
Network (RAOEN); the Mesoamerican Ecclesial Network (REMAM); and the Red Ecclesial del Gran Chaco y Aqui-
fero Guarani (REGCHAG). Other networks which share a common vision and mission include the International 
Family of Catholic Social Justice Organizations (CIDSE), the Laudato Si’ Action Platform (LSAP) and the Euro-
pean Laudato Si’ Alliance (ELSiA). The territorial networks are at various stages of development, and the gathe-
ring in Rome also included representatives from North America committed to a common vision. 

ENA: The Ecclesial Networks Alliance for Integral Ecology

During the Rome gathering, participants engaged in a discernment process about the identity and role 
of ENA, which brings together these territorial ecclesial networks from various regions of the world. 
At the heart of ENA are a series of interconnected hopes and desires inspired by Pope Francis’s 
Encyclicals on the environment, Laudato Si’ and Fratelli tutti:
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     giving voice to those communities on the peripheries and their struggle for recognition of their cultures, territorial rights 
     and justice; 
     to address issues of environmental degradation, climate change, and the loss of biodiversity, and their speci�c impact
     on Indigenous Peoples and vulnerable communities; and in doing so, fostering the ecological conversion of the church
     and the human family; 
     live out the church’s synodality by listening and engaging in dialogue, thus allowing the church’s voice in its integrity and
     entirety to be heard, including young and old, the poor, religious communities, and church leadership;
     foster the organic growth of networks at the service of the cry of the earth and the cry of the poor, with a minimum structure 
     that connects ecosystems and cultures for the care of life;
     bringing a global perspective into a variety of conversations where that vision is needed, and allowing the possibility of
     learning from each other and discerning ways to act together in addressing the most pressing questions of our time. 

While territorial ecclesial networks engage in all of this in their regions, an alliance of networks can engage on a broader wor-
ldwide level where we are all impacted. When we come together, new possibilities emerge. At the gathering in Rome,
we identi�ed several tasks and opportunities.
The �rst set of possibilities pertains to listening and communication :
     to create a space where territorial networks can support and learn from each other; 
     mindful of their various stages of development, to help the networks to grow, and extend an invitation to those regions 
     where networks are struggling to be established;
     to create a communication structure for sharing information between networks; 
     to foster connections with the Holy See, just as territorial networks deepen relationships with the church in each
     particular region. 

A second set of possibilities pertains to discerning common action : 
     participating in contexts of dialogue and decision-making, where policy-makers are present, and change is
     possible at a global level; 
     by coming together, ENA may help the voices of the peripheries be heard in national and international 
     conversations, such as the UN COP conferences on climate change;
     seeking avenues to bring the voices of the territorial networks into places of discernment in the 
     Church at a universal level, such as at the recent Synod on Amazonia and the forthcoming 
     phases of the Synod on Synodality in Rome in October 2023/2024; 
     identifying partners with whom to work, facilitating collaboration with ecumenical, 
     interfaith and other partners, and building connections with people and

 movements who share the pursuit of the common good.
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In addition to discernment about the identity and mission of ENA, the gathering in Rome also included a panel discussion on the 
Holy See’s recent statement on the ‘Doctrine of Discovery’ and colonization, with Indigenous participation from various 
parts of the world. This laid the foundation for a discussion on the ongoing impact of colonization. Participants were encouraged 
by the words of Pope Francis, cited in the document: “Never again can the Christian community allow itself to be infected by 
the idea that one culture is superior to others, or that it is legitimate to employ ways of coercing others.” Other important 
components of the Rome meeting were times of prayer and worship, and dialogue sessions with the Prefect of the Dicastery for 
Promoting Integral Human Development, Cardinal Michael Czerny, and with the Secretary General of the Synod of Bishops, Car-
dinal Mario Grech. 

The gathering in Rome held together and in tension a sense of urgency and a common hope. The urgency arises from the envi-
ronmental and human crises which representatives of territorial networks shared. As one participant described their context, 
“Our home is on �re. You don’t sweep the �oor if your home is on �re.” The urgency moves us to action in our regions and 
together on an international level. The hope arises from our trust that the Holy Spirit is at work even in the world's brokenness, 
bringing us together with the poor and each other at the service of a shared dream, God’s dream for the world. We were 
reminded that dreams can change the direction of cultures. By walking together, upheld by the Holy Spirit and moved by love 
and a commitment to justice, we can take steps towards healing the wounds of humanity and of our Common Home.
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Contacts for more information :
RAOEN
The River Above Asia and Oceania
Ecclesial Network

Pedro Walpole +639175306924
ecojes.coordinator@gmail.com

(English) Philippine

Crisselle Mejillano +639175524139
ecojes.networking@gmail.com 

(English) Philippine

REMAM
Mesoamerican Ecclesial Network

Patricio Sarlat +5219999474882
psarlat@gmail.com

Spanish (México)

REBAC
The Ecclesial Network of the Congo Basin

Rigobert Minani +243999905272
rebac.rigomin@mail.com

(French) DRC Congo

Henry Muhiya +243810526141
hmuhiya@gmail.com

(French) DRC Congo

REGCHAG
The Red Ecclesial del Gran Chaco
y Aquifero Guarani 

Mons. Ángel Macin +5493482548939
rebac.rigomin@mail.com

Spanish (Argentina)

Miguel Cruz +5215544490468
migueleduacruz@gmail.com 

Spanish/ English(Colombia)

CIDSE
Other networks which share a
common vision and mission include

Josianne Gauthier +32485144640
gauthier@cidse.org

English (Brussel)

Josef Sayer +491709159143
mauricio@puamazonico.org

English (Germany)

the International Family of Catholic Social Justice
Organizations 

ELSIA
The European Laudato Si’ Alliance 

Cinzia Verzeletti +32 2 235 05 10
coordinator@elsialliance.org

English (Brussel)

Mons. Don Bolen
Canadá

+13062227139
donald.bolen@gmail.com

English (Canadá)

Joe Gunn +13062227139
JGunn@omilacombe.ca

English (Canadá)

LSAP
The Laudato Si’ Action Platform 

REPAM
The Pan-Amazon Ecclesial Network 

Joao Gutemberg +559295031862
secretario@repam.net

Portuguese (Brazil)


